one-sector Solow model 3 is stable not because it has only one capital good, but rather because it has a particularly simple saving function. 4 In this present note we analyze a model which is, in a sense, a multigood version of Solow's simple model. The local stability of the model was demonstrated by Burmeister and Dobell; 5 the present analysis proves the global stability.6
The model supposes an institutional environment in which services of capital goods are rented, like those of labor. Each capital good is owned by a firm or firms which have essentially no opportunity to trade old capital goods, and whose earnings therefore consist only of current rentals. Of these rentals, a fraction is saved and (in the tradition of financing from retentions) invested in further equipment, and a fraction paid out to households who consume all their dividend earnings along with their wage income. While this assumed institutional environment may not be particularly plausible, it does seem true that the opportunities for trading used machines are frequently limited, and a model in which such opportunities are nonexistent may not be much worse than one in which markets for used capital goods are perfect. At any rate, the point of this model is that it does permit any number of different capital goods, but assumes investment decisions independent of capital gains anticipated on resale of equipment. The model is globally stable, converging to a unique balanced growth equilibrium path. In the following sections we set out the model and prove its global stability.
II. THE MODEL
The model is standard save for its demand conditions. We have: production functions 6. The proof of global stability given here is due to Kuga. 7. A more satisfactory model might show firms owning capital goods which are not traded speculatively while households own equity which is. Then to the extent that firms whose shares show large capital gains may be able to retain and reinvest a larger proportion of earnings, the composition of investment will be sensitive to capital gains. But whether the standard saddlepoint property at the balanced growth equilibrium will persist or not seems to be an open question. 
IV. THE ACCUMULATION EQUATIONS
Supplementing (6) with the usual growth equations ' -I) (using an + an+, < 0, and (iii)). 
Let us now note the following facts. (i) The real part of any characteristic value of the matrix (a't-I) is negative, and hence so is that of any characteristic value of the matrix r (a' -I).

This implies that the solution u (t) to equation (13) tends to zero as t tends to infinity. (ii) The matrix U (t) = exp (r (a
Cn
On the other hand, the marginal conditions (3) and (4) are reduced to 5. Op. cit.
